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EDUCATION

Set-Feb 07:  Politecnico di Milano. Studying management as part of the UNITECH program

Career: Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain

Telecommunication Engineer. All studies but the thesis finished.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Junior process analyst February – October 2007

Siemens SpA Italy Milano, ITA

- Inventorying processes for internal Siemens Business Units through workshops with process responsible, for 

documenting later these processes using Aris

- Ensure implementation of Corporate Standards of Process Framework (Consistent, Conform) and train 

Process Executives and Process Managers of the company in technical topics of Siemens Process Framework

Junior Telecom Engineer June – Sept 2006

Cytsa, Creatividad y tecnología (www.cytsa.com) Barcelona, ES

- Working as a consultant from Cytsa for ACA (Catalan Water Agency) where I was working in a team with two 

industrial engineers and a meteorologist to develop a SCADA system to control water supplies.

- Researched and negotiated affordable hardware for communication devices

- Creating Powerpoint presentations and Word documents for ACA

SKILLS

Languages:

Spanish Native language

English Advanced level recognised by University of Cambridge

Italian Advanced level

Portuguese Medium level

Computing:

C, C++, Java, ASM, PHP, SQL

Powerpoint, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Visio

Matlab, Simulink (Basic), Maple

Photoshop, Flash, 3D Studio, ARIS

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

UNITECH mid-term week Aachen, Germany

Inside of UNITECH international programme, I was into a team of five engineer students developing a 

marketing strategy project for Hilti. We had the support of a company tutor, and the result was a 

presentation for the company and a document handled to RWTH university tutor.

Be the Boss, how to be a good business manager Bucarest, Rumania

Course organised by BEST, 33 engineers from all Europe had the possibility to know the main Rumanian 

companies during September 2005

National Speech competition Barcelona, Spain

Each year universities from all around Spain meet at one city during one week to have speech competition 

about a given topic of global social interest. The key point is to be able to sustain both pro and against ideas 

according to a draw five minutes before the start.

I’ve been part of the five people UPC team during three years, from 2003 to 2005


